
This itinerary helps visitors discover some of the most famous places in the central part of the lake; 

is covered by boat; in summer using a daily pass to move around at will from one village to another 

and in winter using the ferry service and limiting visits to Bellagio, Menaggio and Varenna alone.

Departure point: usually Menaggio, but the itinerary is accessible in any direction. 

Menaggio can be reached by bus on line C10, by NLC boat or by car along state road SS 340.

Duration: full day

Visit to the Mid-Lake area and its gardens

For wheelchair users we recommend only the following stages of the itinerary: Menaggio centre and 

lakeside, Villa Carlotta, Bellagio lungo Lario Marconi and Punta Spartivento. Also check the 

boat schedule and the most suitable timetable at the NLC information desks or use the car-

ferries which are always accessible.
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VILLA MYLIUS VIGONI

The villa can be visited on Thursday afternoons at h 14:30 subject to booking - tel. +39.0344361232 - www.villavigoni.it
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Tremezzo

VILLA CARLOTTA

Villa Carlotta is open every day from mid-March to mid-November - www.villacarlotta.it
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VILLA SERBELLONI

The park can be visited from March to November with guided tours every day except Mondays. 

For information and bookings: Promobellagio - tel./fax +39.031951555 - www.promobellagio.it
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Continuing along the lakeside promenade
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VILLA MELZI
With its simple and severe neoclassical lines, it was 

designed by the architect Giocondo Albertolli in 

1808 commissioned by Francesco Melzi d’Eril, vice-

president of the Napoleonic Italian Republic and 

great friend of Napoleon himself. The park surrounding 

was created with great care by levelling land or 

raising small hills to make the area seem larger than 

it actually was. The layout of the vegetation too was 

the result of in-depth studies designed to increase 

Stendhal wrote extensively on the villa, whilst the pianist and composer Franz Liszt loved to spend 

time in the park and in particular, in the Moorish pavilion overlooking the lake.

The garden can be visited from the end of March to early November - www.giardinidivillamelzi.it 

Varenna

EVENTS
Feast of Saint John: 

Bellagio and Lake Como Festival: 

Tremezzo Jazz Festival: 

Blooming of azaleas in Villa Carlotta and Villa Melzi: 

ACTIVE HOLIDAY 

Water sports for all: 

Golf: 

Fishing tourism: 

Beach volleyball: 

Falconry: 

Beaches: 
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